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Congratulations on joining our Platform55 Family.  We're looking forward

to working with you and supporting you in making your workplace a truly

inclusive place for families.  A place where people want to stay and do

great work.  Somewhere that enables people to have a fulfilling career

and family life - without having to compromise on either.  

We want to make sure that you get maximum value from your

Membership.   Think of it like a gym membership.   It would be nice if we

got fitter and stronger just by having a membership, wouldn't it?  But, it

doesn't work like that.  We have to commit.  We have to take the time to

go to the gym and work out.  

The same is true for this Membership.  We know life is busy and people are

juggling many different priorities and styles of working.    There will always

be something urgent that gets in the way of people taking time to invest

in themselves and their teams. 

That's why we recommend a joined-up approach, rather than making this

a solely HR or Training solution.    We want to make sure that as many

people as possible know what is on offer, and, most importantly, how it

can help people perform at their best - at work and at home.

We've outlined our best practice in the following pages, and will work in

partnership with you to find the best fit for your organisation. 

GETTING THE MOST
FROM YOUR
MEMBERSHIP  
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PLATFORM  55  

We're committed to making sure you get the maximum benefit from your

Membership. Here's what we do |

Our commitment to you
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Digital Brochure with your personalised introduction.  This explains 

 the Platform55 programme in full.  It  includes details of how to sign

up to the Membership site and private LinkedIn group. 

Access to a Marketing folder with resources that you can use for

internal communications.   This is updated regularly. 

Deliver a short virtual session to your HRBP team and your ERG to

explain the Platform55 membership.

A monthly newsletter to individuals that have signed up to the

Membership site outlining what's coming up,  including links to

recorded sessions they may have missed the previous month.

Private LinkedIn group to share what's coming up in the next week. 

Provide Certificates of Completion for Managers Matter, Maternity

Matters, and Paternity Matters.  Individuals can share these publicly on

LinkedIn or via Internal Channels. 

A dedicated Customer Success Manager will liaise with you regularly to

support you and your team.   

Onboarding

On-going



DRIVING  ENGAGEMENT

INTERNALLY   

Senior Leaders HR

ERG

L&D

Internal Comms
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To fully integrate your Platform55 Membership into your organisation, there

are a number of key internal stakeholders that play an important role. 



SENIOR  LEADERS  

Your Senior Leadership Team has an incredibly important role to play in the

success of your membership.   There are a number of ways that they can

show their support. 

You may opt to run a Senior Leader Bespoke session. This is a great way to

introduce the programme to the business and make sure that everyone is

bought into why this is important, what's on offer, and how they can

encourage their teams to attend. 

However, even if you don't run one of these, there are other ways you can

get Senior Leaders involved.  
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Extend a personal invitation to Managers Matters

We strongly recommend that you personally invite senior leaders to attend

a Managers Matter workshop - particularly in the first couple of months of

your membership. 

This has proven to be a very effective way to engage

leaders and managers.  

They act as internal champions - encouraging their

team and other Managers to attend.  

It also raises their awareness of the full range of

supports available through their Platform55

membership. 

Managers are the cornerstone of creating a family-
inclusive workplace. 



SENIOR  LEADERS  

Encourage a positive and supportive mindset  

Step 1 Ensure Managers have a high-level understanding of what resources

are available to their team.  You'll find resources available to help you

communicate this in your Marketing Pack. 

Step 2 Managers need to be aware of the influence that they have.   To

illustrate this we'll share a real example|

Someone on the team has just returned from Maternity Leave.  

Manager #1 attends Managers Matter.  They ask the individual if they've

signed up for Maternity Matters and encourage them to build the monthly

coaching sessions into their onboarding plan.  

Manager #2 hasn't attended Managers Matter. They say  'I know you're
booked on to that Maternity Matters workshop, but I really need you to do
x' .  The individual cancels the workshop.  

When Managers don't endorse individuals taking time to attend a

workshop or coaching - the bottom line is that in the majority of cases the

individual won't sign up, or will drop out at the last minute.  
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   Managers are the cornerstone of creating 
a family-inclusive workplace. 



HR

It goes without saying that HR play a pivotal role, so it's important that

those working in key HR roles/ HRBPs know everything that is available. 

Understanding what's available

We're very happy to do a short session for your HRBPs to outline everything

that is available in your Membership.      

Signpost relevant resources 

One of the benefits of the self-serve platform is that it reduces the burden

on HR.  Once they signpost a session, individuals have the autonomy to sign

up for what they need, when they need it. 

Baked into processes

The magic really starts to happen when the resources are baked into

existing processes.  For example, if someone notifies HR that they are going

to become a parent, that's a perfect time to direct them to the Pre Leave

Modules.   This announcement should also flag that it's time for that

individual's Manager to attend Managers Matter (if they haven't already).  

 
The same is true when an individual returns from

leave. HR can flag that the individual should sign up

for their return workshop, and follow-up coaching. 
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Understanding what's available

We are very happy to do a short session for your ERG to outline what the

programme entails,    

Promote upcoming sessions

The ERGs really come into their own around the monthly expert sessions. 

 Every month we create a short promotional flyer for the upcoming expert

sessions.  They have an opportunity to promote that internally - ensuring

people know about it and get signed up.  Your Customer Success Manager

will liaise with you to discuss any materials that you need internally to help

promote sessions. 

Shape our Expert Parenting sessions 

We rely on the ERG to be our eyes and ears.  What are parents struggling

with?  What topics do they need more support on?  We can use this first-

hand information to inform our upcoming expert sessions, and our Pop Up

LinkedIn live events.  

This is a great way for the ERG to get involved 

in our partnership and gives an opportunity to have 

influence over sessions that we run.  

ERG
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The Internal Comms team can help drive engagement during the year.  We

recommend utilizing your existing communication channels (e.g. Intranet

Site, Yammer, Slack, Noticeboards), to share upcoming sessions with

employees.  We can provide monthly marketing material to support this. 

 Please liaise with your Customer Success Manager to get the materials that

you need. 

LEARNING  &

DEVELOPMENT  TEAM   

By sharing the monthly schedule of Platform55 live workshops and

coaching, your learning and development team can integrate this offering

into other sessions that are running internally. 

If you have a new Managers induction programme, we'd recommend that

all new Managers to your organisation attend Managers Matter as part of

their training programme.  
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INTERNAL  COMMS   



IN  SUMMARY   

We're looking forward to working in partnership with you -  supporting you

to make your workplace a truly inclusive place for families. 

A place where people want to stay and do great work. 

Somewhere that enables people to have a fulfilling career and family life -

without having to compromise on either. 

Your Customer Success Manager will work with you to make sure you have

everything that you need, and that together we create something special

for your organisation.   
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Team Platform55 
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